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1. Introduction. Let Em denote the m-dimensional euclidean space and
generally EmP the pseudo-euclidean space of m real variables with the distance
function

p > o.

E=

As p~ 00 we get the space
with the distance function maXi=l, ... ,m IXi - xl I.
Let, furthermore, lp stand for the space of real sequences with the series of
pth powers of the absolute values convergent. Similarly let Lp denote the
space of real measurable functions in the interval (0, 1) which are summable
to the pth power, while C shall mean the space of real continuous functions
in the same interval. In all these spaces a distance function is assumed to be
defined as usual. t L2 is equivalent to the real Hilbert space S). The spaces
EmP, lp, and Lp are metric only if p ~ 1, but we shall consider them also for
positive values of p < 1. Finally, if ~ is a (not necessarily metric) space with
the distance function pp', we shall denote by ~('Y) the new space which arises
by changing the distance function from pp' to pp'~, (1'>0).
A general theorem of Banach and Mazur ([1], p. 187) states that any
'Separable metric space ~ may be imbedded isometrically in the space C. Furthermore, as a special case of a well known theorem of Urysohn, any such
:space ~ may be imbedded topologically in S). Isometric imbeddability of ~
in S) is, however, a much more restricted property of ~.
'The chief purpose of this paper is to point out the intimate relationship
between the problem of isometric imbedding and the concept of positive definite functions, if this concept is properly enlarged. As a first approach to this
connection we consider here isometric imbedding in Hilbert space only. It
turns out that the possibility of imbedding~ in S) is very easily expressible
in terms of the elementary function e- t2 and the concept of positive definite
functions (Theorem 1). The author's previous result ([10]) to the effect that
S)('Y) , (0 <1' < 1), which is the space arising from S) by raising its metric to a

* Presented to the Society, December 29, 1937; received by the editors December 14, 1937.

t See, for example, Banach [1], pp. 11-12. The numbers in square brackets refer to the list of
references at the end of the paper.
t Here and below the word "imbedding" stands for "isometrical imbedding."
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fractional power, is imbeddable in 53,* appears again as a simple consequence
(Corollary 1). For the class of spaces ~m arising from the euclidean space Em
by a general change of metric of the vector type (11) below, the condition of
imbeddability in 53 is directly expressible in a simple way in ter~s of the
usual concept of positive definite functions as described by Mathias and
Bochner (Theorem 2). The solution of this problem for m = 1 (the problem of
"screw lines" in 53, von Neumann and Schoenberg [8]) allows us now to derive purely analytical results in the theory of positive definite functions with
which it is equivalent. Two readily defined classes of positive definite functions are completely determined (Theorems 3 and 4). In particular two new
proofs are given for the already known fact that the function exp [-I xl P ]
is positive definite for values of p in the range 0<p~2, and not positive
definite if p > 2t (§5). One proof is geometrical, the other proof covering the
case 0 <p ~ 2 is analytical and may be read independently of the rest of this
paper.
All previous results now allow us to conclude that the spaces Err? (1'), lp(1'),
and Lp(1') are imbeddable in 53 for values of l' in the range 0 < l' ~ p/2, where
p is restricted to the range 0 <p ~ 2 (Theorem 5). For p = 2 we regain our
previous result concerning 53(1'). It is interesting to compare and combine
this result about Lp with a theoem of Banach and Mazur ([1], p. 203) concerning the linear dimensions of L2 and Lq. According to this theorem L2
is imbeddable in Lq if q> 1. Now as Lp(I"), (0 <p ~ 2, 0 <1' ~ p/2), is imbeddable in 53 or L2, it follows that Lp(I") , (0 <p ~ 2, 0 <1' ~ p/2), is imbeddable in
any Lq if q>l.
Similar as yet unsolved problems concerning the case of p > 2 are shown
to be equivalent to further knowledge as to the positive definite character of
certain special functions of m variables. One of these unsolved problems suggests a probably possible way of extending an interesting theorem of L. M.
Blumenthal on metric sets of four points to such sets of any number of points.
The reader primarily interested in the geometrical results of this paper
may omit §4 and §5 entirely by taking the known Corollary 3 for granted.
2. Positive definite functions. A real continuous functionf(xl, X2, . . . , x m )
which is defined for all real values of its variables and is even, that is for which
f( -Xl, .. " -Xm ) =f(XI' .. " x m ), is said to be positive definite (p.d.) if
n

L:

(1)

(i)

f(XI

(k)

-

Xl

(i)

,'"

,

Xm

(k)

-

Xm )PiPk ~ 0

i,k=l

A. Wilson [12], had previously remarked that E 1(1/2) is imbeddable in 53.
For references see Bochner [3], pp.
76-77. For still another treatment of the case O<p~2 see Bochner [5].

* W.

t Due in various parts to P6lya, Mathias, and P. Levy.
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for arbitrary real Pi and any n points (XCi»), (i = 1, ... , n), for n = 2, 3, ....
For n = 2, (1) gives If(Xl, ... , x m ) I ~f(O, ... , 0), hence p.d. functions are
bounded throughout space and take their maximum value at the origin.We
shall use in the sequel only the following most simple properties of this interesting class of functions.
I. The function defined by
f(Xl, ... , x m) =

f

00 • • •
-00

(2)

f

00

if;(Ul, .. · , u m)

-00

• exp [i(XlUl

+ ... +

Xmu m) ]dul ... dUm,

where t/; is a non-negative even function such that its integral over the whole
space exists, is p. d.
II. Any finite linear combination of p.d. functions with non-negative coefficients is again p.d. The product of two p.d. functions is again p.d.
III. A continuous function which is the limit of a sequence of p.d. functions is itself p.d.
For completeness we sketch the simple proofs. Property I follows from
the fact that the left-hand side of (1) reduces to

f ...fIE

Pk exp [i(X?)Ul

+ ··. + X~k)Um)]

12if;du l ... dUm

~

O.

The additive property is clear from the fact that (1) is a linear inequality inf.
'The multiplicative property is a direct consequence of a lemma of I. Schur
([11 ],p.10)* which states that if L~ aikPiPk, L~ bikPiPk, are two positive quadratic forms, then L~ aikbikPiPk is also positive. Property III is immediately
clear by continuity. We shall later on use the fact that lex) =cos AX is a p.d.
function.
A closely allied concept is as follo\vs. Let ~ be a space in which a distance
function P p' is defined subject to the following conditions: (1) P p' =p'P ~O
for arbitrary points P, P' in ~, (2) PP=O. A real continuous even function
get), which is defined in the range of values of ±PP', (P, P' in ~), is said to
be positive definite in ~ if
n

(3)

L

g(PiPk)PiPk ~ 0

'"k=l

for arbitrary real Pi and any n points Pi (different or not) of~, (n =2,3, ... ).
* For a discussion and consequences of Schur's result see also P6lya and Szego
307-308.

[9], pp. 106-107,
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This class of functions g(t) has for a given space ~ properties II and III above
for similar reasons. Both definitions agree if m = 1, while ~ is the one-dimensional euclidean space E 1 •
Th,e peculiar relationship between the definitions, which will be clearer
later on, is already exhibited by the following simple example needed in the
sequel. From the formula
e- x2 =

2- 1?T- 1 / 2

f

00

eixue-u2/4du
-00

we get, replacing x by
tions,
exp [- (X12 + ...
(4)

Xh

(j = 1, ... , m), and multiplying the resulting equa-

+x

= 2- m ?T- m / 2

2)]

m

=

exp [- [(X12

+ ... +

f""·· ·f""exp [i(XIUl+'"
-00

+

X m2)1 /2]2]

Xmu m )]

-00

. exp [-

+ ... + u m )/4]du

(U12

2

l •••

dUm,

which shows at a glance (property I) that the function
f = exp [- (X12 + . · . + x m2 )]
is p.d. and also that g(t) = e- t2 is p.d. in Em. As m is arbitrary, this implies
that the function e- t2 is positive definite in the real Hilbert space ~.
3. Conditions for isometric imbedding in Hilbert space in terms of positive
definite functions. It was pointed out by K. Menger and by the author (for
references see [10]) that a necessary and sufticient condition that a separable
space ~ be imbeddable in ~ is that for any n+1 points of~, (n~2), we have

for arbitrary real pi.* Let us now put this condition in a slightly more symmetrical form. By summing over the three terms separately, we may write
this as
n

2L
1

n

Pk'

L
1

n

P OP k

2
Pk -

L

PiPk

2
PiPk

~ 0,

1

* This was proved for the case when ® is a separable semi-metric space; that is, when the metric
P p' satisfies the additional condition (3) P p' >0 if P ~P', whereas we postulated only that (1)
PP'=P'P~O, (2) pp=O. However, our quadratic inequality, for n=2, insures the triangle inequality PQ+QR~PR for any three points of ®. If we now identify with P all points Q such that
PQ=O (which is now allowed, since PQ=O implies RP=RQ for any R, on account of the triangle
inequality) and do this for all points of (0, we get a new space which is not only semi-metric but even
metric.
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and if we set Po = - L~Pk, this last inequality is equivalent to

or, finally,
(5)

Hence the inequality (5), as a consequence of the relation
n

L

(6)

Pi = 0,

i=O

is equivalent to the above stated condition of imbeddability.
Now we are prepared to express this condition in terms of p.d. functions.
We have seen in the previous section that the function e- t2 is p.d. in 5;>.
Clearly also e->.2 t 2 (X real) is p.d. in 5;> as can be seen from (4) or by direct
reasoning. Hence e->.2 t 2 is also p.d. in any subset of 5;>. Now if ~ is to be imbeddable in 5;>, it is clearly a necessary condition that e->.2 t 2 be p.d. in ~.
Let us prove now that this condition, together with the separability of ~,
is also sufficient. To prove this we have to show that (5) holds as a consequence of (6) for any n+l points Pi of~. Now as e->.2 t 2 is p.d. in~, we have
n

L

(7)

PiPk exp [-

X2 PiPk

2
]

o

~

°

by (3). We complete the proof in two different ways.
First proof. By expanding the left-hand side of (7) in power series we
have, in view of (6),
- X2 (

*

2

Pi P k PiPk)

+ X4 (

*

4

PiPk PiPk)/2 - ...

~ 0,

which clearly implies (5) for small values of X.
Second proof. Using the formulas
ta

= c(a)

(8)

c(a) =

[i

i
00

00

(1 - e-X2t2)X-l-adX,

(1 - e-X2 )X-l-adXJl,

°<

a

<

2, t ~ 0,

which are immediately proved by substituting in the first integral Xt- 1 for X,
we have
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Piha = c(a)

.fa 00(1 -

527

exp [- X2P iP k2])X-l-adX.

If now Pi are any real numbers satisfying (6), we get, for 0<a<2,
(9)

±

PiPkapiPk = - c(a)

i,k=O

f ±
ClO{

0

PiPk exp [- X2PiPk2]}X-l-adX

0

~ 0,

by (7) and the obvious fact that c(a) >0. Now we get again the desired inequality (5) on allowing a in (9) to approach the limit 2. We have thus proved
the following theorem:
THEOREM 1. A necessary and sufficient condition that a separable space ~
with a distance function P pI with the properties P pI = pIP ~ 0, P P = 0, be isometrically imbeddable in S), is that the family of functions e-"X t 2 , (X > 0), be positive definite in ~.

Notice that the condition of this theorem may be restricted to require that
e-"Xt 2 be p.d. in (0 only for a set of positive values of X admitting the origin
A = 0 as a point of accumulation. The properties II and III (§2) will then imply that e-"Xt 2 is p.d. in (0 for all positive values of X.
Recalling that we denote by ~("Y), (1' >0), the space obtained from (0 by
replacing its metric P p' by PP''Y, it is of interest to point out the further fact,
implicitly contained in the previous second proof, that if ~ is imbeddable in
S), then so is ~(1') for any value of l' in the range 0 < l' < 1. Indeed, let a = 21';
2
if ~ is imbeddable in S), then e-"Xt , (X >0), is p. d. in (0; hence (9) holds
in virtue of (6), and ~(1') is therefore imbeddable in S) on account of the form
(5) of the imbeddability condition. Applying this conclusion to (0 = S) itself,
we have the following corollary:
1. The space S)(1'), (0<1'<1), obtained from Hilbert space S)
by raising its metric to a power 1', is imbeddable in S).*
COROLLARY

* We may even state
(8')

the following more general theorem: Let
F(t)

= ~., (1

- e-"A2'2)X-2do-(A),

where q(A) is non-decreasing for A~O and is such that Jl~A-2dq(A) exists. If we change the metric of ~
from PP' to [F(PP') ]1/2, then the new space thus arising is imbeddable in ~. Indeed (6), (7), and (8')
imply

and the theorem follows on account of the form (5) and (6) of the imbeddability condition. We leave
open the question whether or not (8') gives the most general function F(t) with this property.
Added in proof, August, 1938: Formula (8') gives indeed all functions with the property stated
above. See the following paper Metric spaces and completely monotone functions, to appear in the
Annals of Mathematics.
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We now turn our attention to a special class of spaces of the type ® which
are defined as follows. Let cP(Xl, ... , x m ) be a continuous function defined for
all real values of its variables with the following properties
¢(Xl, ... , x m )

(10)

¢( -

~

Xl, . . . , -

0,
xm)

¢(O,

,0). = 0,

= ¢(Xl,

, x m );

and call ®m the space of points P = (Xl, ... , x m) with the distance function
(11)

pp' = [¢(Xl - x{, ... , Xm

-

X~)]1/2.

For such a space, which is obviously separable, the condition of Theorem 1
that e- At2 be p.d. in ®m may be expressed in a more familiar form. Indeed,
on comparing the formulas (1), (3), and (11), we now obtain from Theorem 1
the following theorem:
THEOREM 2. The space ®m of m real numbers with the metric (11) is imbeddable in Sj if and only if the functions

(12)

fA = exp [- X¢(Xl,·· . ,xm )],

A > 0,

are positive definite in the sense (1) of Mathias and Bochner for all positive
values ofA.
If cP(Xl, ... , x m ) is a homogeneous function,* the conditions (12) may be
replaced by the single condition that the function
(13)

fl = exp [- ¢(Xl, ... , x m )]

be positive definite.

We mention the following corollary:
COROLLARY 2. If cP(Xl, ... , x m ) is homogeneous and such that e-¢ is positive definite, then

0<1'<1,

is also positive definite.
For if e-¢ is p.d., then by Theorem 2, ®m is imbeddable in Sj and therefor ®m(1') is also (Corollary 1). Hence exp [-cP'Y] is seen to bep.d. by
applying Theorem 2 the other way around.
4. Determination of certain classes of positive definite functions. In this
section we shall assume m = 1, cP(x) being therefore a continuous non-negative
even function vanishing at the origin. In this case we know precisely when ®l,

* We say that ¢ is homogeneous of degree Kif ¢(tXl, ... ,txm ) =tK¢(Xl, ... , x m ) holds identically
in the Xi and for t>O. A continuous homogeneous function ¢ with the properties (10) must, unless it
vanishes identically, have a positive degree K.
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which is the space of real numbers with the metric [1>(x-x') ]1/2 is imbeddable
in Sj (von Neumann and Schoenberg [8 ]). The most general function 1>(x)
for which this is the case is of the form
(14)

f

¢(x) =

00

sin 2 xu
--

u2

o

du(u) ,

where u(u) is non-decreasing for u ~ 0 such that
(15)

J

00

1

drF(u) exists.
u2

Hence by Theorem 2 we infer that if
[j(X)]A

e-AcP(x)

=

is p.d. for X>0, then 1>(x) is of the form (14) and conversely. If now f(x) is
any positive function whose positive powers [f(x)]A are all p.d., then considering
j(x)/j(O)

= e-q,(x) ,

where 1>(x) is necessarily non-negative, even, and vanishing at the origin, we
conclude as before that 1>(x) is of the form (14). We have thus proved the
following theorem:
THEOREM 3. The most general positive function f(x) whose positive powers
(j(x)]\ (X >0), are all positive definite is of the form

(16)

j(x) = exp {c -

i

00

sin~2xu drF(U)} ,

where u(u) is a non-decreasing function subject to the restriction (15), while c is
any real constant.
A few remarks are called for regarding the condition of this theorem that
(j(X)]A be p.d. for X>0. In the first place, as remarked after the statement of
Theorem 1, the range of X in this condition may be restricted to a sequence
of positive numbers tending to zero.
A second and more important remark is that Theorem 3 becomes false if
we assume only that the positive function f(x) is p.d., or in other words:
formula (16) always represents a positive and p.d. function; it does not,
however, represent all such functions but only those whose fractional powers
are also p. d. To prove this statement it. suffices to exhibit a p.d. function
f(x) >0 such that [j(x)]\ (0 <X < 1), are not all p.d. Such a function is
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if e is sufficiently small, for it is easy to see that
[fE(X) ]1/2 = (e 2

+ cos

2

X)1/2

is not p.d. for such values of e. Indeed, if it were p.d. for arbitrarily small e,
it would follow that the limiting function
lim [JE(X)] 1/2 =

I cos x I

E-+O

were also p.d. (property III). But this is not the case as is seen from the
fact that the cosine series

I cos xl

=

2

4

7r

7r n=l

cos 2nx
1)n-1 _ _
4n 2 - 1

-+- L: (00

has some negative coefficients, or even more directly from the fact that the
form
4

L: I cos

(Xi -

Xk)

I PiPk,

i,k=l

where X1=0, x2=7r/4, x3=7r/2, x4=37r/4, is not positive. Indeed, its determinant is readily found to be -1, hence negative. The essence of the matter is
that Schur's theorem, "If LaikPiPk is positive, then so is L:a~PiPk for
n = 1, 2, 3, ... ," can not be so extended that we may conclude that
L:I aikl XPiPk , (X>O), is positive.
The third and last remark is that Theorem 3 is now equivalent to the
theorem that (14) and (15) give the most general cP(x) such that the space
of real numbers with the metric [cP(X-X')]1/2 be imbeddable in ~ (see [8]).
Hence a direct proof of Theorem 3 would furnish a new proof of that theorem.
While the problem of determining all positive and positive definite functions is yet unsolved, there is another subclass of this class of functions which
can now be readily determined. It will in fact be a subclass of the class determined by Theorem 3.
Let 1/;(x) be a p.d. function, c a real constant. Clearly
(17)

f(x) = exp [c

+ y;(x)]

= e

C

(l + ~
11

1/t(x)

+~
1/t (x) + ... )
21
2

is also p.d. in virtue of the properties II and III. It has moreover the
following additional two properties: (a) It is bounded away from zero, since
f(x) ~exp [c-1/;(O)] >0. ((3) All its positive powers [j(x) ]x, (X>O), are also
p.d. Let us show that the converse is true, that any function f(x) having
the properties (a) and ((3) is of the form (17) where 1/;(x) is p.d. Now an f(x)
with the properties (a) and ({3) clearly belongs to the class described by Theo-
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rem 3, and all we have to do is to decide which functions of the form (16) are
bounded away from zero. Now this is the case if and only if the exponent (14),
namely
¢(x) =

f

sin 2 xu

00

--

u2

o

du(u)

is bounded in - 00 <x < 00. The characteristic conditions for this have likewise been determined by von Neumann and the author in [8] and they are
as follows: cP(x) is bounded if and only if u(O) =u( +0) and J:ou- 2du(u) exists.
But if these conditions are fulfilled, then the non-decreasing function
r(u) =

f

U

du(u)
--

+0

u2

is bounded for u >0, and (14) can be written as
¢(x) =

f

sin 2 xu

00

- - 2-

u

+0

(18)

1

= -

f
2

du(u) =

f

00

sin 2 xudr(u)
+0

00

(1 - cos 2xu)dr(u)

=

y;(O) - y;(x) ,

+0

where

1
if;(x)

=-

2

f

00

cos 2uxdr(u)
+0

is p.d. Hence, by (14), (18), and (16),
j(x) = exp [c - ¢(x)] = exp [c - y;(O)

+ y;(x)]

and is indeed of the desired form (17). We have thus proved the following
theorem:
THEOREM 4. T he most general positive function f(x) which is bounded away
from zero and whose positive powers [f(x)] \ (X> 0), are positive definite is of the
form
j(x) = exp [c + y;(x)] ,

where 1/;(x) is positive definite and c is a real constant.
EQUIVALENT STATEMENT: If f(x) is a positive function, then log f(x) differs
by a constant from a positive definite function if and only iff(x) is bounded away
from zero and its powers [j(x) ]A, (X >0), are all positive definite.

5. On the positive definite character of exp [ next section the following well known result:

rx r p ] •

We shall need in the
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3. The function

(19)

is positive definite if 0 < p ~ 2 and not positive definite if p > 2.
First proof. We know that exp [ - x 2 ] is p.d. from the formula just preceding (4) and property I. Hence exp [ -I x 12 'Y], (0 <'Y < 1), is p.d. by Corollary
2, as cP(x) = 1 X 1 2 is homogeneous, and the first part of the statement is proved.
Suppose now that (19) were p.d. for a value p>2. By Theorem 2 this would
imply that the space E 1 (p/2), which is the real axis with the metric Ix-x'i p/2,
were imbeddable in Sj. But this is clearly impossible as E 1 (p/2) is not even a
metric space since the distances among the points x =0, 1,2 are 01 = 1, 12 = 1,
02 =2 p / 2 >2, and they violate the triangle inequality.
Second direct proof for the case 0 <p ~ 2. First we shall prove directly on
the basis of properties II and III (§2) that the function f(x) defined by
(16) and (15) is p.d. By property III (T---1- 00 ) it suffices to show that
exp [ -

fa

sin~2xu drr(u) ]

T

is p.d. By the definition of the Stieltjes integral, this is a limit of functions
of the form
exp [ -

E

2A. sin 2 xu.}

Ap

> 0,

and it suffices to show that each of the factors is p.d. Now
exp [- 2A sin 2 xu]= exp [- A] exp [A cos 2xu],

and this is p.d. because cos 2xu is p.d. and the exponential series has positive coefficients only. This point being disposed of, it suffices to show that xl P,
(0<p~2), is of the form (14).* This is apparent on account of the formula
1

I x Ip =

fa

00

sin 2 xu· u-1-pdu/

fa

00

sin 2 u· u-1-pdu,

valid for 0<p<2, which is as easily established as the similar representation (8). An obvious step-function for u(u) in (14), with only one jump at the
origin, settles the case p = 2.
6. On the imbedding of the spaces EmP, lp, Lp, (0 <p ~ 2), in Sj by a change
of metric. We learned in §2 that e- t2 is p.d. in Sj or L2. We shall now show

* It is not by accident that the function (19) is of the form (16) if 0 < p ~ 2. For if (19) is p.d.,
its positive powers must also be p.d., and the function is necessarily of the form (16), by Theorem 3.
Notice that it is not bounded away from zero and hence is not of the form (17).
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that e- 1tlP is p.d. in the spaces

EmP,

lp, and Lp for values of p in the range

O<p~2.

The function exp [-I xl p] was found to be p.d. if 0 <p ~ 2. Hence the
functions exp [-IXilp], (i=l, 2,"', m), are also p.d. when regarded as
functions of the m variables Xi, and we may infer, by property II (§2), that
their product

f =

exp [-

(I Xl 1P

+ .. . + 1 X

m

o< p

1p) ] ,

~

2,

is p.d. But this is equivalent to the statement that exp [-I tl p] is p.d. in
EmP. As the similar statement for lp is proved in the same way as for Lp, only
requiring less care, we shall limit ourselves to the consideration of Lp. Let
Pi = Xi(t) ,

where
i = 1,2, ... , n,

exists, be n points of Lp . For

we have to show that

±

(20)

PiPk exp [- PiP: ]

i,k=l

~

0

for real Pi. There is no loss of generality in assuming that the functions Xi(t)
are continuous, as continuous functions are everywhere dense in Lp. For
Xvi = m-I!P,xi(v/m),

v = 1,2,' .. ,m; i = 1,2,'"

,n,

we have .

EI
m

(21)

(

Xvi - Xvk

Ip)1!P =

(1

m

mEl XieV/m) - XkeV/m) Ip

)l!P

m~

00,

which proves the inequality (20), for (20) is already known to hold for all
values of m if the PiP k of (20) are replaced by the quantities on the left-hand
side of (21).
The fact that exp [-I tl P], (0 <p ~ 2), is p.d. in EmP, lp, Lp implies that
exp [-ltI 2 ], and therefore also exp [-XltI 2 ], (X>O), is p.d. in E mP(p/2),
lp(p/2), and Lp(p/2). We have thus proved the following theorem:
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THEOREM 5. The spaces EmP, lp, and Lp, (0 <p~2), becomeimbeddable in S)
if we raise their metrics to the power p/2 or less. In other words, EmP ('Y), lp('Y),
and Lp('Y) are imbeddable in S) for values of'Y in the range 0 <'Y ~ p/2. *

Note that for p=2 this result coincides with Corollary 1.
The fact that EmP, (0 <p < 1), which is not a metric space, may be made
metric by raising its metric to a suitable power was already known in a different terminology. Indeed, the following readily established "substitute" for
Minkowski's inequality ([7], .p. 32)
m

:E I Xi + Yi I

P

1

m

~

m

:E I Xi I + :E I Yi I

P,

p

1

o < p < 1,

1

means precisely that EmP (p), and therefore EmP ('Y), (0 < 'Y ~ p), is a metric
space. Now Theorem 5 states that if we restrict this range of 'Y to 0 <'Y ~ p/2,
then not only can any three points of EmP ('Y) be imbedded isometrically in a
euclidean space, but the same is true for any number of such points, since the
whole space is imbeddable in Hilbert space.
7. Some unsolved problems. We shall devote this last section to a few unsolved' analytical problems and to a brief discussion of their geometrical implications.
PROBLEM 1. Let p be a real number exceeding 2, and let m = 2, 3, .... Do
there exist positive exponents Ksuch that the function

(22)

is positive definite?
If there are such positive exponents, then Corollary 2 implies the existence
of a positive number Km with the properties: (22) is p.d. if 0 < K~ Km and is not
p.d. if K> Km • Furthermore Corollary 3 implies that PKm ~ 2 or Km ~ 2/ p. Theorem 2 furnishes the following geometrical equivalent to Problem 1. The function (22) is p.d. if and only if EmP (pK/2), and therefore also lp(pK/2) and
Lp(PK/2), are imbeddable in S).
Particularly interesting is the next problem concerning the limiting case
p~oo.

* The following is a different phrasing of the fact that LP(p/2) is imbeddable in L2: If O<p<2,
then there is a functional yet) = U[x(t)], defined for all functions x(t) in Lp, with values yet) in L2 such
that the relation

~ 11 Xl(t)

- X2(t) /pdt =

~ I, Yl(t)

- Y2(t) !2dt

holds for two arbitrary Xl(t), X2(t) of Lp. This functional y= U[x] is necessarily continuous and univalent. A study of its further properties might prove to be of interest in the theory of Lp.

PROBLEM

(23)
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2. Do there exist positive exponents l' such that the function

exp [- [max

(I Xl I, ... , I X I)]2')']
m

=

min (e-lxd~a'Y, . . . , e-Ixmpn)

is positive definite?

Again, if such exponents exist, there would exist a positive number I'm
with the properties: (23) is p.d. if O<'Y~'Ym and is not p.d. if 'Y>'Ym. Moreover the function (23) is p.d. if and only if Emoo('Y) is imbeddable in S).
The particular interest of this second problem is due to the following
lemma which is due essentially to Frechet ([6], pp. 161-162). Let us call a
finite metric set and denote by (j m a metric space composed of exactly m + 1 distinct points.
LEMMA.

A ny finite metric set (j m of m + 1 points may be imbedded isometri-

cally in Emoo.
Proof. Let Po, P l , ... , Pm denote the points of (jm and PiP k their distances. Consider in Emoo the following m + 1 points:
i = 0, 1, · .. , m.

For their distance QiQk in Emoo we have
Q~Qk=

max
j=l, •••

,m

I Xji -

Xjk I=

max
j=l, •••

,m

I PjP

i -

PjP k I = PiP k ,

for certainly \pjPi-PjPkl ~PiPk, (j=l, ... , m), on account of the triangle inequality in (jm, while the equality sign holds if j is equal to whichever
of the numbers i or k happens to be different from zero and hence within the
range of j. If both i = k = 0, the result QoQo = 0 was clear from the start.
On the basis of this lemma it is natural to classify finite metric sets according to their "dimension" as follows: A set (j n is said to be of dimension m
(always less than or equal to n, on account of the lemma) if it is imbeddable in
Emoo, but not in Em~l. If the last requirement is removed, the dimension of (jn does
not exceed m.
If Problem 2 were solved in the affirmative, we would get the following
statement: If (jn is any finite metric set of dimension less than or equal to m,
then (jn('Y) is imbeddable in En if 0 <1' ~'Ym, and I'm is the best constant.
This would generalize in a certain sense the following theorem due to
L. M. Blumenthal ([2], p. 402): If (j3 is a finite metric set composed of four
points, then (j3('Y) is imbeddable in E 3 if 0 <1' ~ 1/2, and 1/2 is the best constant.
In conclusion let us point out the following perhaps not trivial remark
concerning Problem 2: 1'2 exists and is greater than or equal to 1/2. Indeed,
in view of the formula
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1

e- 1t / = -

1r

J

00

-00

itx

-e- - dx
1

+x

we get by the transformation of variables
double integral

J

OO

Joo

-00

-00

1

= -

2
,

J

00

[1

[i~(x +

exp

-00

7r 2

= - exp [2

! Ix +

'

u=(~+?])/2, v=(~-?])/2

in the

dudv

+ yv)]

exp [i(xu

2

+ (u + V)2] [1 + (u d~

y)/2] - - .
1
~2

+

J

V)2]

d
exp [i1](x - y)/2] _ _
1]_
-00
1
1]2
00

+

1r 2

y

I - ! I x - y I ] = -2 exp [- max (I x I, I y I)] ,

due to the relation 2 max (lxi, Iyl) = Ix+yl + Ix-yl. This formula shows
that the function (23) is p.d. if m = 2, l' = 1/2. Hence this much is proved:

If Un is any finite metric set of dimension not exceeding 2, then
(0 <1' ~ 1/2), is imbeddable in En.

Un (1')

,

If 1'3 exists, then it is certainly less than or equal to 1/2, by Blumenthal's
theorem, and is probably even less than 1/2. A certain special set U4 shows
that if 1'4 exists, it must be less than 0.45.
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